Guitar Kit Options:
-

Option 1: SS Mahogany Telecaster-style kit w/ Hardtail bridge ($160)
- When it comes to electric guitars, the Telecaster is
beyond iconic. The Tele tone is truly one of a kind,
and you can fit a Tele comfortably into a wide range
of genres and styles from rock to country to heavy
metal. I’d hate to sound biased, but with two Teles
of my own I cannot recommend them highly
enough to any player or builder!

-

Option 2: SSS Mahogany Stratocaster-style kit w/ Tremolo bridge ($160)
- For even more depth of tone than the Telecaster,
the equally iconic Stratocaster offers three single
coil pickups which can be played in five different
configurations. Happily at home in funk, blues, rock
and more, this Strat kit an excellent place to start
for a player looking to start learning or to grow
their collection!

-

Option 3: P Bass-style kit (below on left) OR J Bass-style kit (below on right) ($170)
Comparable in terms of price and
style, these models represent the
definitive sound of the electric bass. I
have one of each and love the punchy
depth of the P Bass as well as the
more nuanced rumble of the J Bass either one would be perfect!

-

Option 4: SH Mahogany Jazzmaster-style kit w/ Hardtail bridge ($190)
- Offset guitars have been around for decades in all
kinds of music, and due to their unique visual
appeal they have always stood out. This kit, based
on a Jazzmaster, offers an especially unique
combination of a single coil pickup in the neck
position and a humbucker at the bridge, letting you
crunch out chords or scream out a solo!

-

Option 5: P90 P90 Mahogany Jazzmaster-style kit w/ Tremolo bridge ($190)
- A variation on the SH Jazzmaster kit, this specific
model offers an incredible treat - two P90 pickups
to take your tone to the next level. I build one of
these kits in the sping and am head over heels with
how she plays and sounds! Also including a
whammy bar, this guitar is a great twist on a true
classic.

-

Option 6: HH Mahogany Les Paul-style kit w/ Hardtail bridge ($210)
- There are few guitars that define hard rock like the
Les Paul - from Slash to Jimmy Page to Zakk Wylde,
this is an absolute machine of tone and playability.
More robust than anything with single coil or P90
pickups, this kit offers a lot of heft for so much less
than a brand new Les Paul. This kit is truly a
one-of-a-kind opportunity!

-

Option 7: P90 Mahogany Les Paul Jr-style kit w/ Hardtail bridge ($215)
- This kit is based on the popular Les Paul Jr. model
that so many players have gravitated to over the
years. The double cutaway body makes for an easy
playing experience no matter your size or age, and
by swapping out the humbucker for a P90 your
tone takes on an entirely new personality - this was
my first kit and it still totally holds up!

-

Option 8: HH Mahogany Explorer-style kit w/ Hardtail bridge ($230)
- With so many guitar kits offering more traditional
bodies and styles, this Explorer-style kit is
something much more unique. A pair of
humbuckers and a pronounced offset body make
this ideal for volume and speed, making Explorers
the preferred choice for bands like Metallica and
Foo Fighters.

* Know Your Pickups:
-

Single Coil (S): Popularized by Fender with guitars like the Telecaster and
Stratocaster, the single coil pickup is known for its crisp, bright tone. In high-gain
settings, however, these pickups will start to hum with feedback. As a player, I prefer
my single coil guitars for rhythm parts (chords & progressions).

-

Humbucker (H): Popularized by Gibson with guitars like the Les Paul and SG,
humbuckers are defined by their thick, warm, sometimes aggressive tone. Its name
comes from its double coil design, literally meant to “buck” the humming heard in
single coils. I like to use my humbucker guitars for lead parts (melodies & solos).

-

P90: Though technically a single coil pickup, the P90 is structured like a humbucker
and was actually designed by Gibson. While not being as buzzy as a single coil or as
quiet as a humbucker, they have a beautifully mellow sound that can become more
buttery or jangly or crunchy based on your amp tone, picking up sounds like a
sponge and giving you a truly unique playing experience. I built a P90 guitar earlier
this year and it has quickly become my favorite of all - the tone is one of a kind!

* Know Your Tonewoods:
-

Alder: More commonly found in vintage Fender guitars, Alder is sturdy, lightweight,
and its composition really brings out the high-end in your playing.

-

Basswood: A soft wood that is more lightweight though also easier to indent,
Basswood has a more balanced sound with great mid-range and consistent sustain.

-

Mahogany: Historically one of the most popular tonewoods to the point of scarcity,
Mahogany is heavy and brings a warm timbre with lots of low-end to your sound.

-

Paulownia: In recent years, new restrictions on some tonewoods by conservation
groups has led to an increase in popularity with less common options. Paulownia, a
very sustainable hardwood, has become a go-to choice for players and builders due
to its very light weight and mellow tone.

